
Year 9 Judgement Descriptors

Unit Autumn 1
Romeo and Juliet

Autumn 2
Purple Hibiscus

Spring 1
Introduction to Film

Spring 2
Crime and punishment -

Non-fiction Texts

Summer 1
War Poetry

Summer 2
Approaches to Creative

Writing

Key skills Inference, retrieval. Inference, retrieval, Evaluation of film
using film language

Inference and
understanding of

opinions/attitudes

Identify how context
shape meaning, read

critically

Craft language using a
variety of techniques

Mastery Will make deeper and
more developed
inferences, informed
by context and
considering authorial
intention. Will be able
to mention elements
of structure, and
group quotes
together - will link
arguments with other
parts of the play.

Will understand the
idea of a work of
fiction as a
representation of the
context it is written
in. Will make
perceptive comments
on how a text
conveys meaning
through writerly
choices of narrative,
structure and
language.
Communicates this
fluently.

Is able to express and
evaluate how a
filmmaker has
achieved a certain goal
and be able to
understand how film
form changes between
genres.

Will make insightful
comments on how a
writer uses techniques to
present a particular
perspective.  Will also
clearly explain and
evaluate differences
using a variety of subject
terminology.

Makes meaningful
inferences on the
poetic  devices a writer
uses (language,
structure, tone). Is able
to compare effectively
whilst being able to
develop a coherent
argument. Will use
specific subject
terminology. Has an
excellent
understanding of the
effect a context has on
writing.

Excellent understanding
of a writer’s particular
style and effectively
replicates it in the
sentence structure, use
of figurative language,
and general tone.

Secure Confidently embeds
quotes in answers -
discusses a range of
devices that a writer
may use. May
comment on other
elements like the
structure of a text.
Comments on
context. Will
reference other parts
of the play.

Will analyse the
effect of
narrative/structure/l
anguage as well as
make comments on
the context of a
novel. Inferences and
opinions will be
made, confidently
commenting on the
effect it has.

Confidently uses film
language and
understands the
meaning behind the
language.

. Will be able to make a
basic summary of
differences, and
comment on the
language used and
general methods. Uses
competent subject
terminology.

Confidently embeds
quotes in answers -
discusses a range of
devices that a writer
may use. Includes a
range of clear
comparisons. May
comment on other
elements like the
structure of a text.
Comments on context.

Secure understanding of
a writer’s particular
features - able to
identify the style a
writer works in.



Developing Structures work using
evidence and makes
clear
points/statements
and will explain
thinking - some
explanations need
greater depth.

Makes inferences and
refers to areas of the
text - will be able to
use subject
terminology and
highlight the effect it
has.

Uses film language and
expresses basic levels
of meaning.

Comment on different
attitudes and opinions
of writers. Able to
compare texts and begin
to explain how they
achieve their opinions.

Structures work using
evidence and makes
clear
points/statements and
will explain thinking -
some explanations
need greater depth.
Includes some simple
comparisons..

Is able to write a
creative piece but
perhaps not craft it in
the style of a particular
writer.

Emerging Begins to identify
how a character/idea
is presented - may use
evidence but needs to
explain.

Will identify
elements of
character, narrative
and how they have
been portrayed/
constructed.

Comments on the
narrative of the film
and the events of a
sequence.

Understand that different
texts demonstrate
different views.. Be able
to make simple comments
on different texts.

Begins to identify how
a text is a product of its
time and makes simple
comments whilst
referring to some
methods a writer uses.

Needs further support
with their writing.


